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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as part of the MA in Classical Archaeology and Ancient History 
of Macedonia at the International Hellenic University. 
 Royal regalia is known throughout history, as in order to maintain authority and 
power, symbols of royalty have been used to communicate a monarch’s exalted state and 
separation over his people and right to rule. In many ways this is expressed in physical 
regalia, items worn, but there are other expressions of royalty as well. In Ancient Macedonia 
the early days of the kingdom were characterized with a simple, down-to-earth concept of 
kingship, likely because the Macedonians were, and wanted to be, different from their 
Persian overlords, even after the Persians withdrew. Few symbols of royalty were used other 
than gold and purple dye used to express status. In the age of Philip, the use of a throne may 
have been introduced, and the use of a retinue in both the sense of a bodyguard and the 
culture of the companion class, traditions that, if not borrowed from Persia, grew up parallel 
to it. Purple dye continued to be used as a symbol of status but not a symbol of royalty. 
 After the Persian conquest by Alexander III, Alexander would borrow Persian symbols 
and merge them with his own existing Macedonian traditions in attempt to create a new, 
unique court culture. Here we see the adaption of the Persian diadem, the confirmed 
introduction of the throne, the increase in use of purple dye, the probable introduction of a 
sceptre, taking of a title and perhaps even rules of body language, namely the failed 
introduction of proskynesis and perhaps rituals surrounding sitting in the king’s presence. 
However, not all of these would catch on in the long term and survive after Alexander III’s 
death. While other Hellenistic kingdoms became more decadent and eastern influenced and 
gladly adopted eastern court ritual, Macedonia remained conservative, and began looking 
inward. The use of throne and sceptre may have survived through the reign of Alexander IV 
and Philip III but were discarded after their deaths, probably for being too Persian, as did any 
form of proskynesis, and titles returned to the simple βασιλεὺς, discarding Alexander’s ‘king 
of Asia.’ Diadems and the use of purple, however, became quintessential symbols of 
kingship, as did the increase use of a retinue, with the king being accompanied now a sign of 
his power and glory.  By the end of the kingdom we see the removal of these things as the 
symbolic end of Macedonian sovereignty. Symbols that survived seemed to be ones that 
were familiar to the Macedonians, or invented by them, while those that were too Persian in 
origin or adaptation, were discarded. 
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Preface 
 
As a civilization, Ancient Greece is predominantly associated with the creation of 
democracy. However, kings were known throughout the Ancient Greek world, most 
prominently in Macedonia. People even today are fascinated with royalty regalia and crown 
jewels, as seen during every royal wedding’s press coverage and from the lines outside the 
jewel house at the Tower of London. Today, as we gaze at ancient gold and jewels behind 
glass, the stars of any museum exhibition, we wonder if these objects had the same 
ceremonial significance or sway over the populace in ancient times, and if they did not, what 
did? 
Part of the motivation behind this paper was my own fascination with modern and 
historical royalty and the accoutrements that go alongside it. I wanted to know how royalty 
was seen in the ancient world, and how symbology was used to send a message, especially 
in a civilization like Macedonia, so unique in the Ancient Greek world for being a monarchy. 
As a historian, I have always been interested in how things have evolved over time, how 
concepts are influenced by other cultures and ideas, and how things can change in the larger 
picture. It is my hope that this paper gives an overview of royal regalia both in a factual 
sense—what was used and what wasn’t—and an insight into how Ancient Macedonians 
thought of their kings and how that changed over time 
I wish to thank my supervisor Ioannis Xydopoulos, for his guidance and answering my many 
questions, Jeanne Reames for her invaluable help in finding sources and help in narrowing 
my topic, and Ann Thompson, my partner, for reading, re-reading, and keeping me sane. I 
am always indebted to the faculty and fellow students at IHU, for their friendship and 
guidance during my time there. 
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Introduction 
Monarchy is by nature founded on inequality. In any form of government, it is 
necessary for those who are ruled over to accept the decisions of those above them as 
legally binding. While use or threat of force can be used on a small scale, in order for a 
people to become a state--and for the ruling classes not to live in constant fear of violent 
revolution—the threat of force must give way to some form of authority, with the ruled 
willing to follow the will of their rulers and believing that is right and just. In a monarchy, 
where people have little say over their rulers, to allow the decisions of one man to be seen 
as law, that man must be somehow set apart and elevated from his fellow men.  While what 
creates this elevation varies greatly and depends on the civilization—whether it is divine 
sanction, a certain bloodline, great deeds, military might, even an election—this separation 
must, in some way occur. Then, in order to solidify and cement this idea in the minds of the 
people, agreed upon, easily recognized symbols are used to express this authority and 
separation, to keep it fresh, as it were, in the minds of those who are to be governed, and 
tell whatever stories the monarch wishes to tell about their own image.  
The Macedonian monarchy was no different in this respect. Although the subject of 
much debate as to its finer details, and, in some ways, surprisingly egalitarian, its 
government was a monarchy from the beginnings of recorded history to the end of the 
kingdom in 168 BCE. Like all monarchies, royalty made use of symbols to express their power 
and get their message out to the people, but it would be a mistake to assume that these 
were the same as our modern western conception of royal symbols.  Objects such as crowns, 
scepters, thrones etc. are fused in modern consciousness as universal symbols of royalty, but 
these were not necessarily used, in the Macedonian monarchy.   
It is not until the reign of Alexander III of Macedonia, popularly known as Alexander 
the Great, that we see royal regalia and symbols being used in any standardized way. 
Although there had always been marks of status and wealth, it is only then that displays of 
high status become displays of royalty, and a symbology associated only with the king with 
developed. Many of these symbols Alexander would borrow from the Persian Empire and 
their ceremonial driven court, but often interpreted them in a new way to please his Greek 
and Macedonian army and his own sensibilities, often creating something new. However, 
few of these royal symbols would outlive him in Macedonia. While the other Hellenistic 
kingdoms did avail themselves of lavish pomp and circumstance and fused their own 
traditions with their Asian subjects, the Macedonian Antigonid dynasty would remain 
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THE ARCHAIC PERIOD THROUGH PHILIP II 
The early days of the Macedonian state are somewhat mysterious. We know 
comparatively little about the Macedonian monarchy and how it functioned, nonetheless 
the symbols of monarchy kings may have chosen to use, but some summations and 
educated guesses may be made. From burials dating to the Archaic Period found in sites 
such as Aigai and Archontiko, the Macedonian upper classes were no stranger to wealth and 
splendor, with the men buried with weapons the women with elaborate jewelry, and, in the 
cemetery of Archontiko, both sexes wear hammered gold death masks.1  For men, the 
symbol of status is, of course, the weapons. Among the warrior burials at Archontiko which 
date to the 6th century BCE, the deceased are buried with one or two spearheads, with the 
richer burials containing swords as well, and the richest of all bronze helmets and gold death 
masks.2  The elite classes in Macedonia were warriors, and it makes sense that being buried 
with weapons would be a sign of status. We can even hypothesize that the richest burials at  
Aigai that contain the most gold and weapons may have been the leaders of the 
Macedonians, but once again it would be wishful thinking to try to glean any genuine 
symbols of royalty from these burials. Perhaps, as the Macedonians were warriors, a king 
would be more concerned with depicting himself in death as someone who was able to 
conquer and hold land, and be buried with the weapons that reflected that, rather than any 
symbol of leadership.  However, the ethnic identity of the burials at Archontiko are in doubt; 
these warriors could be Macedonian conquerors, the last of the Bottiaean elites, or even a 
third tribe, so we can draw no definite conclusions from this cemetery.3   
Perhaps the closest we can come to Archaic Period Macedonian royalty is a 
particularly rich and well preserved burial at Vergina dubbed “The Lady of Aigai,” which 
dates to around 500 BCE, a burial known to be Macedonian, as no other people are known 
to have settled in Aigai. The woman was found wearing a gold diadem, and buried with 
perhaps a gold scepter, in addition to gold rings, bracelets, hair ornaments and gold strips on 
her cloak.4 While her material garments have disintegrated, the few traces that remain 
indicate at least one of her garments was made of purple cloth, indicating that purple was 
associated with the upper classes and perhaps royalty even in the earliest days of the 
kingdom.5  
 The grave was found in the burial cluster dubbed by excavator Manolis Andronikos 
as the “cluster of queens,” in the city of Aigai, the ancient capital of the Macedonian 
kingdom and burial place of their kings. If the admittedly shaky criteria for denoting a burial 
as ‘royal’ is correct,  she may have indeed been a member of the Argead royal family, 
                                                 
1Anastasia Chrysostomou and Pavlos Chrysostomou “The ‘Gold-wearing’ archaic Macedonians from the 
western cemetery of Archontiko, Pella” in Threpteria, Studies in Ancient Macedonia, edited by Michalis 
Tiverios, Pantelis Nigdelis and Polyxeni Adam-Veleni (Thessaloniki: AUTh Press, 2012) pg 2.  
2 Chrysostomou and Chrysostomou  pg 493. 
3 Angeliki Kottaridi, “The Macedonians and the Bottiaeans.”  In The Greeks. Agamemnon to Alexander the 
Great, edited by Maria Andreadaki-Vlazaki and Anastasia Balaska (Athens: Hellenic Ministry fo culture and 
Sports, 2014) 212. 
4 Angeliki Kottaridi “The Lady of Aegae” in ‘Princesses’ of the Mediterranean in the Dawn of History edited by 
Nikolaos Chr. Stampolidis ( Athens: Hellenic Ministry of culture and Sports, 2012) pg 415-417. 
5 Kottaridi 2012 pg  416. 
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perhaps even a queen.6  She was identified by excavator Angeliki Kottaridi as perhaps the 
wife of Amyntas I, or his daughter Gygea, though positive identification is impossible.7 If this 
is true, we can already point to the use of gold jewelry as a symbol of status for women, and 
while it is tempting to apply the modern eye and say that the gold wreath around her head 
may have been a crown, gold fillets have been found on other elite burials, and there is no 
way of positively telling which, if any are “royal.” While this well-appointed burial certainly 
points to the wealth of the early Macedonian kingdom and the status of the individual, 
nothing marks a royal grave as different from a “mere” elite one, and no conclusions can be 
drawn from these graves.   
  While these graves do shed some light on the material culture of Archaic 
Macedonians, the earliest historical facts we know of Macedonia come from the days of 
their occupation by the Persians, lasting roughly from 512 BCE to around 479 BCE, when 
Xerxes I was forced to withdraw from Greece after an unsuccessful invasion.8 Macedonia  
had submitted to Persian rule, and probably enjoyed a great deal of freedom during their 
time as a vassal state, with the Great King allowing them to largely govern themselves—
within his limits.9  It is possible they even used Persian money and influence to expand their 
kingdoms, either during or shortly after the Persian occupation.10 After their retreat 
however, the Macedonians liked to downplay this part of their history, either creating or 
exaggerating stories that played up their Hellenism, including even having Alexander I betray 
Persian secrets to the Athenians during the Persian invasion, an incident that may have 
happened, but was certainly played up by the Macedonians in their history.11 After the 
Persian retreat, the two kingdoms remained aware of each other, and it is not unreasonable 
to think that some cultural influence would remain.12  
The Persian concept of kingship was elaborate, ceremony surrounded, and their 
courts full of pomp and circumstance. The Great King, while not seen as a god, as some 
Greeks believed, was believed to be a representative of the god, his mediator on earth, and 
was, as such, sacred.13 The Persian monarchy was characterized by the separation of the 
king from his people, with even the ability to lay eyes on the king being ritualized, going so 
far as the king dining behind a screen so only certain courtiers who had this privilege could 
                                                 
6 Macedonian royal burials are difficult to distinguish, as rich tombs and royal tombs can look similar, and be 
stocked with equally lavish grave goods, and many tombs have been looted, preventing accurate 
interpretations of the wealth of their contents. Olga Palagia concludes that proximity to a royal palace, 
inclusion of a marble throne, iconography of painting that suggests a hunt or banquet, and context and 
proximity to other royal tombs may boost the case, but nothing can be claimed for certain. See Olga Palagia 
“The Royal Court In Ancient Macedonia: The Evidence for Royal Tombs” in The Hellenistic Court: Monarchic 
Power and Elite Society from Alexander to Cleopatra, edited by A. Erskine, L. Llewellyn-Jones, & S. Wallace 
(Swansea: Classical Press of Wales, 2017) pg 412.  In the case of a grave as old as this,  Kottaridi uses the wealth 
of the burial and  privileged position in the cemetery in what is known as the “Queens’ Burial Cluster,” to 
indicate this burial may have been of royalty, rather than a mere elite. Kottaridi 2012 413. 
7 Kottaridi 2012 pg 420, 425. 
8 Marek Olbrycht “Macedonia and Persia,” in A Companion to Ancient Macedonia edited by Joseph Roisman 
and Ian Worthington ( West Sussex: Blackwell Publishing ltd, 2010)  pg 342.  
9 Ioannis Xydopoulos “Anthemous and Hippias: The Policy of Amyntas I”  Illinois Classical Studies 37 (2012) 
pg 28-30. 
10 Ibid  pg 343-344. 
11 Eugene Borza In The Shadow of Olympus (Princeton: Princeton University Press,  1990) pp. 110, 114. 
12 Olbrycht 2010 pg 345-346. 
13 Lloyd Llewellyn-Jones King and Court in Ancient Persia 559 to 331 BCE (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Press, 2013) pg 19-21. 
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see him.14 Persian kings were often depicted seated on thrones and under canopies, wearing 
elaborate clothes and headdresses, surrounded by elaborately dressed courtiers and walking 
on carpets in the palace, as even the Great King’s feet were sacred, and should not be 
allowed to touch the ground.15  
 The nature of the Macedonian monarchy, on the other hand, was simple, with the 
earliest Macedonian kings seeming more like warlords or generals, and less like the 
ceremony-surrounded Persian king. While Persian kings are often depicted receiving court 
seated on their elaborate thrones in throne halls that are somewhat preserved to this day, 
anecdotes involving the Macedonian king, whether business or pleasure, tend to take place 
at banquet or other similar casual settings.16  While no excavated Macedonian palace is 
dated to these early times, it seems unlikely that Macedonian kings received court on a 
throne or in any formalized throne room at any point.17  The palace at Aigai, modern 
Vergina, dates to the reign of Philip II, and despite having many huge, open rooms for public 
use and entertaining, if not government, these rooms were more likely androns, for 
symposium use.18  If there was any formal ‘audience hall’ or throne room where the king 
conducted business, we have no conclusive literary or archeological evidence of it. 
Even in regards to the title of king there is much debate. Kings were uncommon in 
the Classical Greek world, and there did not seem to be a standard way of addressing them. 
To the Greeks “the king” referred to the king of Persia, also referred to as the Great King or 
the King of Kings. This is how Herodotus refers to him, and has him addressed directly as 
“king” in the vocative case, βᾰσῐλεῦ, or sometimes as ἄναξ, an older title with Homeric 
connotations, corresponding closer to lord.19 Sometimes, if more specificity is required, the 
Persian kings are referred to with the title in front of their names, such as King Kyros or King 
Xerxes. For Greek kings there seems to be less standardization. Kings of Macedonia or Sparta 
are addressed as any other Greek male, by their name and patronym. Alexander I, for 
example, is called Alexander, son of Amyntas.20 Even another foreign king, the king of Libya, 
is simply Inaros son of Psammetichus, pointing to the Greeks, or at least Herodotus’ 
Athenian audience's, discomfort with titles and ceremony, and their view of these things as 
ultimately Persian.21  
Sometimes the title of king is avoided completely. In the story of the Persian 
ambassadors at the banquet of Amyntas I, Herodotus has the Persian emissaries address 
Amyntas, who has just become the Great King’s vassal only as ξεῖνε Μακεδών, which 
translates as “you hospitable Macedonian” 22.  What this could mean is inconclusive, as we 
have the account of this probably fictitious episode only through the words of Herodotus, 
                                                 
14 Ibid pg 128. 
15 Ibid pg 71. 
16 Noriko Sawada, “Social Customs and Institutions: Aspects of Macedonian Elite Society”,  in A Companion to 
Ancient Macedonia, edited by Joseph Roisman and Ian Worthington (West Sussex: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 
2010), pg 394. 
17 Angeliki Kottaridi hesitantly identifies space M2 in the Aigai Palace as a “throne room,” (quotes hers) based 
on its privileged position in the palace, but as it is surrounded by two androns and articulates with those it 
seems safer to presume this room it might be an andron as well, or at least to say this room cannot be securely 
identified. See Angeliki Kottaridi “The Palace of Aegae” in Brill’s Companion to Ancient Macedon, edited by 
Robin Lane Fox. (Leiden: Brill, 2011) pg 325. 
18 Ibid 322-324. 
19 Herodotus I.27.3; I.27.4 . 
20 Herodotus V.19.1, VII.173.3; VIII.140.1 
21 Thucydides, History of the Peloponnesian War, I.104.1. 
22 Herodotus V.18.2. 
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certainly taking some license in whatever he was told by the Macedonian court, who were 
likely making up the story whole cloth, or at least heavily embellishing it. The Greeks, of 
course, valued guest friendship, and it is not unthinkable that this form of address could be a 
sign of intimacy and affection that would have been understood by the Athenian audience 
Herodotus was writing for as the Persians addressing the Macedonian king as friend. 
However, for a Persian ambassador to address a king in this casual matter could also be a 
deliberate insult, or at least a putting of Amyntas in his place by refusing to call him king, as 
to the Persians only their king was truly the Great King. 
In the words of Herodotus, Alexander I, Amyntas’ son, also deliberately avoids the 
title of king. He calls his father only an ὕπαρχος, a title with a much more military 
connotation that translates loosely to under-general, indicative of Amyntas’ client status.23 
Even outside of the Persian occupation of Macedonia, βασιλεύς is often not used. Alexander 
I simply refers to himself as ‘Alexander the Macedonian,’ during his night visit to the 
Athenian delegation during the Persian invasion.24 One of the few times the world βασιλεύς 
is used it is qualified, with Herodotus calling Alexander ’στρατηγός τε ἐὼν καὶ βασιλεύς 
Μακεδόνων, general and king of the Macedonians.25 It is possible that this lack of title use 
was intended to underscore the unequal nature of the Macedonian/Persian relations, but 
more likely that at the time of Herodotus’ writings it was simply uncommon to use the word 
βασιλεύς to refer to or address any Greek king.  
It must always be remembered that Herodotus was writing for an Athenian audience, 
who were known for mistrusting kings in general, and associating them with barbarians. To 
create any empathy for the Macedonians, already in league with the Persians, Herodotus 
perhaps chose not to use the title of king for the Macedonians. However, numismatics 
supports the conclusion that the Macedonian kings did not use titles. It was the 
responsibility of the Macedonian king to issue coins, but before the reign of Alexander III, 
coinage was simple, with many Macedonian coins having only symbols, and no name at all. 
Alexander I would be the first king to issue coins, and he would sign them simply with his 
personal name.26 This would continue throughout the early Argead dynasty, with kings 
signing themselves simply with the genitive form of their names, or an abbreviation, with the 
word βασιλεύς not appearing until after the death of Alexander III.27  
While the earliest days of the Macedonian kingdom certainly seemed wealthy, and its 
aristocrats took that wealth with them to their graves, it seems that in the early days of the 
Argeads, no direct regalia or symbology was used to distinguish the kings from the elite 
classes. The lack of regalia might perhaps be a reaction to their days as vassals to the 
Persians, and desire to distinguish themselves from them, and to identify with the largely 
democratic southern Greeks who praised the moderate life and looked down on Persian 
decadence.  Equally, it may also be the logical outcome of a warrior society where might 
made right and status was found with the spear, not the crown. Perhaps a bit of both.  While 
new archeological evidence may appear at any point, working with the knowledge we have 
                                                 
23 Herodotus V.20.4;  Xydopoulos pg 30. 
24 Herodotus IX.45.3. 
25 Herodotus IX.44.1. 
26 S. Kremydi “Coinage and Finance”  in Brill’s Companion to Ancient Macedon, edited by Robin Lane Fox. 
(Leiden: Brill, 2011) pg  161. 
27 François de Callatay and Catherine C. Lorber “ The Pattern of Royal Epithets on Hellenistic Coinage” in Studia 
Hellenistica: More Than Men, Less Than Gods: Studies on Royal Cult and Imperial Worship  editor Panagiotis P. 
Iossif, Andrzej S. Chankowski and Catharine C. Lorber. ( Paris: Peeters, 2011) pg 422. 
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now, it seems there was very little in terms of ceremony or symbology in the early kingdom. 
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PHILIP II 
Philip II would usher in a new age of prosperity for the Macedonian kingdom. His 
expansion of Macedonian lands and organization of southern Greece under his control led to 
new attention to Macedonia, and with it, new ways that the Macedonian king presented 
himself, both to his own people and to foreigners.  As Alexander III, through the words of 
Arrian, would eventually describe his father’s reforms “[Philip] found you wandering about 
without resources, many of you clothed in sheepskins and pasturing small flocks in the 
mountains, defending them with difficulty … He gave you cloaks to wear instead of 
sheepskins, brought you down from the mountains to the plains, and made you a match in 
war for the neighboring barbarians…He made you city dwellers and civilized you with good 
laws and customs.”28 In keeping with this “civilization” and increased sophistication one 
would expect to see an increase in expressions of royalty as a means of displaying power and 
prestige to newly conquered peoples. However, it seemed this did not happen under Philip, 
and very little changed under his reign. 
It is possible that the title of ‘king’ began to be used as a form of address. Diodorus 
has Philip II addressed directly as βᾰσῐλεῦ, in the vocative case in a few instances, and simply 
by name in others.29 Perhaps this is a sign this began to be used, but it is more likely that the 
much later Diodorus was imposing an anachronistic use of a title on a period where it was 
not used. Like his predecessors, Philip would use only his name on his coinage.  
There is some evidence that Philip II may have introduced the use of thrones during 
his reign, the only evidence that they were in use at all before the reign of Alexander III. At 
the wedding ceremonies of his daughter, Kleopatra, Philip is recorded as bringing out statues 
of the twelve Olympians and himself “enthroned” among them.30 At first glance this could 
literally refer to a statue of Philip depicted on a throne arranged near them, but the Greek 
work σύνθρονος, enthroned, is somewhat ambiguous, and can mean this literally, or in a 
metaphorical sense, saying Philip merely depicted himself as equal to or on the same footing 
as the gods. 31 However, in a fragment found in The Oxyrynchus Papyri suggests that it was 
not just Philip’s statue but Philip himself who was seated on a throne, referring to most likely 
Philip’s Companions as being “those around the throne.”32  What other throne could this be 
but Philip’s, where he would have sat to watch the festivities, had he survived?  
To the Greeks thrones had a divine, not mortal, connotation. As in the 
abovementioned procession, gods were often depicted sitting on thrones, particularly Zeus, 
such as in his famous statue at Olympia.33 Priests and priestesses could also sit on thrones. 
Herodotus writes of a priestess of Athena getting up from her throne to greet a guest, 
indicating a throne was used, and mentioned a priest of the Eleusinian mysteries sitting on a 
throne.34 To the Greeks a throne was something religious, reserved either for the gods 
themselves or those associated with them.  As mentioned before, it was known to the 
Greeks that the Persian kings made use of the throne, Macedonians even more so, as they 
                                                 
28 Arrian Anabasis VII 9.2. 
29 Diodorus Library of History XVI. 87.2. 
30 Diodorus Library of History XVI.92.5. 
31 Olga Palagia "Alexander the Great, The Royal Throne and the Funerary Thrones of Macedonia” Karanos 1 
(2018) pg  24. 
32 Oxyrynchus Papyrus 15. 1798= FGrH 148 F1. 
33 Pagalia 2018, pg 23. 
34Herodotus 5.72.3. Palagia  2018, pg 23-24.  
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had been vassals under the Persian king. For a Macedonian to depict himself either literally 
or metaphorically enthroned among the gods would have been read as comparing himself to 
both the gods and to the Persian kings, who the Greeks often erroneously claimed were 
worshipped by his subjects as a god, perhaps due to their own divine connotations of the 
throne, rather than any belief the Persians had. Philip, while not going so far as to create a 
ruler cult, was known to play with his own divinity.  His building of the Philippeion in Olympia 
and depicting himself and his family in gold and ivory statues, a methodology reserved for 
depicting deities, was seen as divine pretentions, and there is some evidence that he was 
worshipped as founder in some of the cities he reformed.35 Whether he actually used a 
throne in life to receive court, a practice borrowed from the Persians, or perhaps only on 
special occasions to depict himself as equal to the gods is unclear, but it would have read to 
a Greek as having very lofty pretentions indeed. 
  However, this one incident at the end of his life aside, if Philip did introduce or 
attempt to introduce the use of a throne, it did not take away from the casual nature of the 
Macedonian court. In one famous anecdote, soldiers demanding their pay of Philip II do so 
when he is exercising.36 Weather this anecdote is true or not it illustrates the casual nature 
of the Macedonian court, as the soldiers did not think it odd to approach Philip in this 
manner, nor did he think it odd to receive them. 
 One quintessentially Macedonian symbol of royalty may be the use of a retinue. 
Although this, like many other court traditions, would be expanded by Alexander III and later 
kings, the tradition of the king being surrounded by courtiers and a retinue in and of itself 
became a way of expressing the king’s power. Throughout Macedonian history we hear of 
the ἑταῖροι, companions, or later the φίλοι, friends, high ranking men belonging to the 
Macedonian elite who could hold official or unofficial offices and aided the king in governing. 
Being an ἑταῖρος was an honor that allowed one direct access to the king and status within 
the kingdom. Even the word choice is interesting: to be one of status one was someone who 
could accompany the king. This proximity to the king was an honor for the person, but it was 
also part of the king’s mystique and glory, and a way to show off one’s wealth and power by 
the people that surrounded him. The king would hold banquets for his companions to 
facilitate genuine and political closeness and increase bonds between the men. This 
banqueting was part of the culture of Macedonian courts since the earliest days, with the 
earliest story we have of the Macedonian king, the story of the killing of the Persian 
embassy, taking place at a banquet. 37 
From among these men the king traditionally had seven Σωματοφύλακες, translated 
as bodyguards. Although this position may have included the duties of actually guarding the 
king’s person, it was also considered an honorary position, with men selected from those the 
king truly wished to honor—Alexander III would add an eighth post to honor a trusted friend 
and general, Peukestas, which indicates that the seven bodyguards did exist before his 
reign.38  Philip, on his daughter’s wedding day, is noted as entering the theater at Aigai with 
his “attending friends” proceeding him, and having discarded his bodyguards, presumably 
among them the Σωματοφύλακες-- a deadly mistake.39 This may indicate it was uncommon 
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for a king to appear without his bodyguard, but at least on state occasions, as an exception 
was made. Or, was the ceremonial shedding of the bodyguard traditional at some times as 
well, a tradition the assassin was banking on in order to get a clear shot? Either way, this 
incident speaks to the normalcy of the royal bodyguard. 
This use of a royal retinue may have a parallel in Persian court culture. The Great King 
is depicted in reliefs at Persepolis as being seated on his throne, surrounded by courtiers, 
some of whom may have roles to play, but many may be there simply to increase the king’s 
splendor.40 Even the title of “friend of the king” may have a parallel in Persian court culture, 
with the title being a coveted one among Persian courtiers, as it allowed one access to the 
king, and the rare ability to eat with him at banquet, as did perhaps another honorific title of 
“relative of the king.”41 It is used an Akkadian tradition, and even appears in the Hebrew Old 
Testament, applied to both Persian and Biblical monarchs, and may have been common 
among the ancient near eastern world.42 It is possible that the use of a royal retinue, along 
with the idea of calling those with more access to the king his ‘friends’ was intentionally  
borrowed from Persian court culture, but there is no evidence to suggest this is 
unequivocally the case. In attempting to bring Macedonia onto the world stage, it is not 
impossible to think that Philip and perhaps his predecessors would draw some inspiration 
from the Persian court, as they were the only large monarchy worth copying from.43 
However, with no evidence pointing one way or the other, it is safer to merely say these 
traditions were similar, and draw no more conclusions.  
While Philip would ‘civilize’ the Macedonians, he did not Persianise them, and much 
of Macedonian culture would remain the same. While it could be argued Philip played with 
his own divinity, how he presented himself in regards to royalty did not change. However, 
with the conquest of Persia under Alexander III, Macedonian court culture would change, 
adopting more influence from the East as Alexander intentionally tried to merge two 
sometimes contradictory systems, in an attempt to create a new court that would become, 
and stay, uniquely his. 
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ALEXANDER THE GREAT 
Alexander’s adoption of new monarchial symbols stemmed chiefly from a place of 
necessity. In order to create a coherent culture in his new empire, and appease both his 
Persian and Greek subjects, the norms of both civilizations had to be taken into account. 
Adopting too many new Persian traditions would, and ultimately did, alienate the traditional 
Macedonians and to some extent the Greeks. Remaining too Greek, on the other hand 
would seem backwards and undignified to the more formal Persians, not suited to their new 
ruler. According to all sources Alexander seemed to have decided on a composite culture, 
combining some Persian traditions that would seem most palatable to the Greeks with his 
own Macedonian and Greek culture. 
Symbols Derived from Existing Macedonian Traditions  
The use of the retinue as a symbol of royalty increased under Alexander. We hear of 
him holding court seated on his throne surrounded by his Companions, who sometimes 
stand, sometimes sit on couches. The Companions are likely there not only to help in 
decision making, but to add to the spectacle. In one fragment , Alexander is surrounded by 
five hundred Persian apple bearers, a Persian honor guard,  one thousands archers, five 
hundred Ἀργυράσπιδες, and the seven  Σωματοφύλακες standing by the throne itself, with a 
further thousand Macedonians, ten thousand Persians, five hundred of “those who could 
wear the purple” and an unspecified number of other friends and guards, the overall effect 
being “nobody dared approach Alexander, such was the majesty of his presence”44 While 
these numbers and this scene are possibly exaggerated (if only by the sheer implausibility of 
being able to fit two thousand-some people under a single tent) the point is made. In order 
to impress one with the majesty of kingship a large retinue is required. While it is not 
impossible to believe some of this retinue was there for a purpose—some to serve as 
security and bodyguards, others to aid in decision making—the sheer number of people 
seems to serve no purpose other than to impress and indicate the king’s majesty.  
In a way, this was a tradition that had routes in both Macedonian and Persian court 
practice. As mentioned previously, the tradition of the ἑταῖροι class dates back to at least 
the reign of Philip, and Philip himself had his bodyguards, the sheer number of people in this 
retinue and the Persian titles they bare indicates that this was also a Persian practice. The 
Persian courtiers had a complicated system of rank and titles, far more complex than the 
mere Companions and Friends of the King. We hear of ‘master of the wand-bearers’, ‘master 
of the squires’,  ‘cup-bearer’ ‘quiver-bearer’ ‘lance- ‘letter-bearer’ ‘chair-carrier’ ‘footstool-
carrier’ and even ‘bow-and-arrow-case carrier,’ all dating from the time of Kyros to the  time 
of Darius.45  While some of these offices may have actually corresponded to the job 
preformed at court—a footstool bearer carrying the Great King’s footstool—it is very 
possible they may have been simply honorifics bestowed upon high ranking courtiers, who 
only preformed the office at ceremonial occasions, if at all.46 It is simply there to add to the 
spectacle. Darius III traveled on the war march with the Magi, “young men in scarlet cloaks” 
ceremonial horses and chariots consecrated to Ahuramazda, 15,000 of the “royal kinsmen,” 
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Gentlemen of the Royal Wardrobe, spear bearers called Doryphoroi, 10,000 spearmen, and 
his mother, wife, and children, with their own retinue.47  
We are also told that when dealing with Greek matters Alexander preferred to have a 
simple court. In the above mentioned fragment Alexander is portraying himself with Persian 
ceremony, on a Persian scale, and made to impress a Persian audience, but this may have 
been one instance where Macedonian and Persian ideals synced up. The concept of a 
“court” itself seems to be borrowed from the Persians. The word for it in Greek is αὐλή, 
originally referring to the courtyards built around palaces, as, according to Athenaios 
“because there are very spacious squares in front of the house of a king.”48 However, the 
word is infrequently used for the building itself, where βασιλέων is more common, but it is 
used to refer sometimes to the Persian court and couriers, but also to the courts of later 
Hellenistic monarchs. The word used for courtiers is usually αὐλῐκοί, which translates loosely 
to ‘those of the court,’ which could refer to the royal family, court officials, household 
servants, people who resided there temporarily etc.49 These people became part of the 
king's retinue and entourage, either officially or unofficially . Towards the end of his reign we 
hear of Macedonian officers taking on Persian roles, most notably Hephaistion as Chilliarch, 
as Alexander made use of Persian style court practices and etiquette. 
Another of Alexander’s newly instated court practices with both Macedonian and 
Persian roots was the use of purple dye. Purple seems to be the term commonly used as a 
metonym for royalty among the Ancient Greeks, the way modern people would use ‘the 
crown’ or ‘the throne.’ Plutarch refers to Philip III as having swaddling clothes of purple, to 
indicate he was of royal birth.50 In his Moralia he also has Alexander III refer to kingship as a 
‘crown and royal purple’, to be contrasted with the ‘philosophers wallet and threadbare 
gown,’ in an argument with Diogenes.51  This is echoed in another anecdote related by Dio 
Chrysostomos, where Diogenes tells Alexander his ancestor, Archelaus, wore sheepskin and 
not a purple cloak—unlikely, due to the wealth of the Macedonian kingdom by the reign of 
Archelaus, but telling in the use of contrasts. 52 Finally, when Abdalonymus, an obscure man, 
is found to be the rightful king of Paphos, the symbol of him ascending to the kingship is not 
being given a crown or seated upon the throne, but being given a robe of purple, (or purple 
and gold,) suggesting that at this point it was this it was a quintessential symbol of 
kingship.53 
However, it must be remembered that all these sources are quite late, and may 
reflect the views of the writers, not the subjects. That purple dye was a symbol of status at 
the time of Alexander and even before is a certainty, but it is not necessarily true that it was 
a solely royal symbol until the reign of Alexander, if not after. Until very recent times, purple 
dye was difficult to come by and expensive, and thus was associated with luxury, status and 
privilege. Purple was thus often reserved for the very elite, either through simple expense, 
tradition or sumptuary laws. The color known as Tyrian Purple was specifically sought after 
in the ancient world, with the Persians, Assyrians, Romans and Greeks all reserving it for elite 
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classes.54 The Spartans even banned the wearing of purple dyed wool, seeing it as an excess, 
while the Athenians admired Alcibiades for wearing it to the theater.55 In Aeschylus’ 
Agamemnon it is purple cloths that the titular king refuses to tread on to enter the palace, 
seeing it as a disrespect of something so costly, and more importantly, the realm of an 
eastern , decadent monarch, which likely reflected the contemporary Athenian opinions.56 
In Macedonia purple cloth was certainly reserved for the elite classes, perhaps 
requiring permission from the king to wear it as a symbol of an attained status.57 The 
ἑταῖροι, specifically, were known to wear purple cloaks as a symbol of their status. Among 
the Persians, however, purple was associated with the Great King and royalty specifically. 
Kyros the Great’s royal costume includes a purple tunic with white stripes that ‘none but the 
king can wear,’ and among the grave goods found by Alexander in Kyros’ looted tombs are 
purple garments.58 The Persian king walked on purple rugs in the palace, and the weddings 
as Susa were similarly carpeted with Persian rugs in purple and gold.59 Among the treasures 
Alexander captured after the battle of Issus are purple robes, as well as 5,000 talents weight 
of purple cloth at Susa.60 The fact that these garments are mentioned among the treasure 
and loot indicate their importance, both monetarily and in a propaganda sense.   
Alexander’s royal costume, adapted after his assuming the title of King of Asia, 
includes purple in all its descriptions. A ‘purple cloak’ is mentioned in Xenophon’s 
description of Kyros’s usual attire, and Alexander was known to have adapted the purple and 
white tunic that was the symbol of the great king.61 This adaptation was probably one of his 
less controversial practices, as the wearing of purple as a symbol of status was already in 
practice, and Alexander may have worn purple cloth as a symbol of status alongside his 
ἑταῖροι before adopting it as a symbol of kingship.62 Purple textiles or evidence of them have 
been found in Macedonian tombs, the most famous being the purple and gold cloth that 
wrapped the bones found in Tomb II  at Vergina.63  The occupant of Tomb II is uncertain, 
with scholars disagreeing if the tomb and grave goods belong to Philip II, or Alexander’s 
successor, Philip III Arrhidaeus, with no definite conclusions likely to come any time soon. 
However, for these purposes, which Philip is buried in Philip’s tomb means very little.  If the 
bones belong to Philip II, it only indicates purple was in use as a status symbol before the 
adoption of Asian customs, which, due to the rarity and expense of purple dye and the 
likelihood it was used as a symbol of the companion class, seems certain. If they are instead 
the bones of Phillip III it indicates the adoption of purple continued immediately after 
Alexander’s death, perhaps with a slightly more royal connotation than before.  Alexander’s 
adoption of the purple and white tunic was certainly a Persian one, but like the use of the 
retinue, had parallel traditions among the Macedonians and the greater Greek world. 
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Symbols Derived from Persian Traditions 
While some of Alexander’s newly introduced royal regalia had a Macedonian history, 
or at least a parallel, others were uniquely Persian, such as the use of the throne. As 
mentioned before, it is possible that his father, Philip II did use a throne, but the first 
definitive evidence of their use with a royal, not divine, connotation by a Macedonian comes 
from the reign of Alexander. After winning the battle of Gaugamela, Alexander immediately 
goes to sit on the Great King’s throne, and amusingly, his feet do not touch the footstool, so 
a table must be brought. A Persian courtier immediately bursts into tears at this show of 
disrespect and the replacement of their king, and Alexander thinks twice about his 
treatment of Persian traditions.64 In another version of a similar anecdote, upon sitting on 
the throne it is the Macedonians who react emotionally, expressing joy and surprise at 
seeing a Macedonian on the throne of Persia, and an indication they certainly knew the 
meaning of the Persian throne, and considered it no mere chair.65 Towards the end of his 
life, a common man approaches and sits on the Great King’s throne, and in one version of 
the account, puts on the royal robe and the diadem as well.66 Despite bearing a strong 
resemblance to a Persian ritual where another man was dressed as the king in order to 
divert a bad omen on the king to another, the Greeks mistook this as a bad omen in itself, 
and according to Diodorus, ordered the man executed, once again indicating that they 
accepted the use of the throne as a royal symbol.67 
Throughout his life, Alexander would continue to toy with the use of the throne, 
although it seems he reserved it for when he is presenting himself to a Persian audience. In 
one anecdote he is depicted as holding court in the garden of Babylon sitting on a golden 
throne in a lavishly decorated tent attended by a huge retinue.68 This set up, we are told, 
was designed only for holding court with the Persians, and so was done in the Persian style, 
either as a gesture of good faith and assimilation or an attempt to impress, likely both. 
Towards the end of his life holding court in Babylon, Alexander sits on a throne, his 
companions seated beside him on couches with silver feet, a mix of Persian and Greek 
customs that was fast becoming Alexander’s trademark.69  
It is unclear if independent of Persian influence the Macedonians had any concept of 
thrones in respect to royal symbols, or as symbols of status at all. In many cases it can be 
difficult to distinguish when a throne is a throne, that is, a chair reserved for a monarch or 
exalted person, and when it is merely a chair, and there is always some gray zone when 
dealing with actual furniture. It can be assumed that physically, a throne can be casually 
defined as a straight back chair with armrests, and perhaps a footstool, but that would 
qualify many household chairs, in both antiquity and modern ages, as thrones. To make a 
chair a throne it must be designed to elevate and display a person of status. Basically, a chair 
becomes a throne when one says it is. Greeks, typically, were not over much fond of chairs. 
Dining was done on reclining couches, and when ordinary people are depicted as sitting it is 
often on backless stools or sometimes, in domestic settings, even on chests.70 When a chair 
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is explicitly called a throne it seems to be reserved for the gods, or those associated with 
them. 
Where does this leave the funerary ‘thrones’ found in Macedonian tombs? Were 
these akin to the golden thrones Alexander used in Babylon, a sign that their use trickled 
into the Macedonian kingdom, or even that the use of the throne predates him? To date, 
three so-called thrones have been found in Macedonia, dating to the third and fourth 
century BCE, and only one, the throne from the well-known “Tomb of Eurydike” may date 
from before the reign of Alexander.71 According to Manolis Andronikos, thrones may have 
been used exclusively for the burial of females, leading him to take the beautiful funerary 
throne found in the so-called “Tomb of Eurydike” as more evidence the tomb was for a 
woman and connecting it with Philip II’s mother, Eurydike I, and thus a royal tomb. However, 
this conclusion is somewhat faulty, and was based merely on one other later tomb, that of 
the Erotes in Eretria, Central Greece, whose dating is somewhat controversial, but likely 
dates to the second century BCE.72 In the tomb were found two backless chairs bearing 
remains with female names, and two couches with remains which bore male names, leading 
Andronikos to conclude that funerary thrones were reserved only for females.  The tomb in 
question, however, is not in Macedonia, and probably dates to the end of the Hellenistic 
age, and thus should not be used to draw conclusions backwards. Furthermore, as the 
thrones found in the Tomb of the Erotes do not have backs, they may not be considered 
thrones at all, and thus should not be considered as definitive proof regarding the funerary 
use of thrones, nevertheless how they were used in life.73 Finally, there is no indication or 
belief that any of the individuals in the Tomb of the Erotes were royal, so it seems impossible 
that thrones were, either before or after the reign of Alexander, used exclusively for royalty, 
at least in the funerary sense among the Macedonians.  
It is very difficult to draw any conclusions about the use of thrones in Macedonia 
from what is currently known. None of the thrones found in Macedonia have been 
discovered in a tomb conclusively decided to be royal. Even the so-called tomb of Eurydike is 
not conclusively known to be a royal tomb, if the throne is discarded as evidence that it 
might be, and thus we cannot make an association between the two. It could be argued that, 
as Alexander introduced the use of the throne as a symbol of royalty, tombs dating after him 
that contain thrones are thus royal tombs. However, the opposite can just as easily be true, 
as thrones are found in different contexts, in tombs that cannot be proven to be royal, which 
may perhaps indicate that grand chairs found in tombs are not in fact, denotations of royalty 
at all.   Furthermore, out of the three chairs found, one is actually a stool with a painted 
back, an imitation of a throne, although this may just as easily mean nothing, as mimesis and 
trompe l’oeill paintings are known in Macedonian funerary art, even in the tomb of Eurydike 
itself, where the back wall is painted to imitate a door.74 The safest conclusion seems to be 
that as it is known that outside of Macedonia that the priestly class used thrones, it is more 
likely these are thrones for priests or priestesses, or, perhaps simply grand chairs, and do not 
have the required royal connotation to make a chair into a throne, like the thrones that 
Alexander, and possibly Philip used. Simply put, more evidence is required to infer what 
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these chairs are and what their significance might be, but they most likely have little to do 
with royal, Persian style thrones. 
Moving further away from Macedonian tradition is the adaptation of the διάδημα, or 
diadem, a ribbon or long piece of cloth tied around the head like a headband and knotted at 
the nape of the neck, often with the loose ends trailing,  usually white in color, purple or 
both, and could have been embroidered or shot with gold threads.75  Like the throne, it can 
be difficult to tell what ribbons worn on the head are diadems--that is, garments conveying 
royalty—and not mere ribbons denoting other things. It is often difficult to tell  if ribbons 
meant to convey status or prestige were also considered diadems, and from that, if the 
diadem was an exclusively royal symbol at all There are no references before the reign of 
Alexander III to Macedonian kings wearing any distinctive headgear, indeed, Justin tells us 
they did not.76  It has been argued that Philip II did adopt the diadem, based on the 
Copenhagen head portrait and the Tarsus medallion that show him wearing a diadem, as 
well as coins depicted a diadem wearing horseman sometimes identified as Philip.77 
However, this conclusion is faulty as both portraits date to hundreds of years after Philip’s 
death, in the case of the Tarsus medallion from the 3rd century CE, during a time where 
rulers were commonly depicted wearing diadems, and likely does not correspond to what 
the man actually wore.78 As for the horseman coins, it is not certain these depict Philip, or 
any specific person, and there were head wraps that were worn in Greece similar to the 
diadem, without having any of the requisite royal connotations that turns a mere ribbon into 
a diadem, and it was more likely the head wrap on the horseman is an athlete’s victory band, 
as Philip was known for his victories at the Olympics.79 
For the diadem’s origins we must look to Persia. The Persian kings are mentioned as 
wearing two separate pieces of headwear, the diadem, and the τιάρα, tiara, with the diadem 
wrapped around the tiara. Curtius describing this exact costume on Darius during the battle 
of Issus.80 What exact headdress the word τιάρα refers to is somewhat ambiguous, with the 
word being applied to a variety of different headdresses, most upright and conical, with a 
variety of different tops.81 The tiara does not seem to be reserved only for the king at this 
point, as headdresses that are probably considered tiaras are seen on many of the reliefs at 
Persepolis on both the king and figures representing court officials. However, the difference 
between a tiara that denotes mere status and nobility and the headwear of the king is the 
upright nature. The king’s tiara does not fall over at the top, but stands upright, while lesser 
officials have the top folded over.82 Both of these garments were used by the Persian kings 
as part of their regalia long before Alexander’s conquests as part of a compounded head 
ware.  Xenophon mentions the Persian king wearing both a diadem and an upright tiara 
during the 5th century in his description the regalia of Kyros the Great, with the diadem 
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wrapped and tied around the base of the tiara rather than the head.83 As many officials 
could wear tiaras, it was perhaps the wrapping of the diadem around it that turned it from a 
noble symbol into a royal one. 
   When Alexander III assumed the office of king of Persia he famously adopted some 
aspects of Persian dress, an understandable concession to pleasing his new Persian subjects. 
He, according to Diodorus, did not adopt the tiara, trousers or long sleeve cloak, but did 
adopt the diadem, which he would continue to wear for the rest of his reign.84  Why the 
diadem was adopted and not the tiara is unknown, but probably has to do with what was 
perceived as a Persian symbol. The Greeks had no equivalent of the upright tiara in their 
own culture, but it was known to them, perhaps due to its more eye-catching nature than 
the more humble diadem, and was heavily associated with Persian kings. The Macedonians 
in general were disapproving, even hostile, of Alexander’s Persian reforms, and his adopting 
of Persian dress, with Plutarch even having Kleitos allude to Alexander’s “white tunic and 
Persian belt,” as a sign of his corruption  and loss of Macedonian values.85  Donning the 
showy tiara may have been a step too far. 
The diadem, on the other hand, may have been more familiar. There is some 
evidence for wearing of head wraps like the diadem in Greece prior to Alexander. Gods are 
often depicted wearing a diadem both in statuary and on coinage, especially Dionysus.86  
Diodorus even tells us it was Dionysus who invented the diadem, tying a ribbon around his 
head to ward off headaches from drinking wine, thus implying it was an originally Greek 
concept.87 This, however, is very unlikely, as Diodorus is a late source, dating from the time 
that kings were known to wear diadems, and long after the reign of Alexander, who was 
eager to associate himself with Dionysus. It is most likely this myth appeared after the 
adoption of the diadem from the Persians, with this myth created to launder its origin to a 
more Greek-accepted one, and not the other way around.88 If wearing a head wrap like the 
diadem had a connotation among the Greeks outside of regalia worn by the Persians it 
would have been religions ones. Priests are sometimes depicted as wearing diadems like 
head wraps, but it must be remembered the king of Macedonia had priestly duties as well.89 
More importantly, the headband was associated with victorious athletes, who can be 
depicted with ribbons tied around their heads, sometimes in the process of tying it on 
themselves. The ribbon for an athlete, however, is depicted as being wrapped lower on the 
forehead, more akin to a modern sweatband, than the more headband-like diadem.90  While 
Alexander was known to disdain athletic competition, his desire for glory for glory’s sake was 
also well known. Adapting a symbol of athletic victory to his victories in Persia would have 
been a bit more familiar, and thus, perhaps did not ruffle too many feathers.  However, 
while the appearance itself was familiar, it was, at that point, new as a royal symbol and 
being used in a new way, not to denote victory but to denote royalty. 
 While other Persian dress reforms were met with neutrally or hostility, the diadem 
seemed to be accepted by Alexander’s army. The longevity of the diadem and the fact that it 
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was taken seriously by the masses are illustrated in an anecdote where, towards the end of 
his life, the wind blows the diadem off Alexander’s head and into a river. No mere ribbon, it 
must be retrieved, but when a common man jumps into the river and wraps it around his 
own head to return it to shore, this is taken as a very ill omen.91 The ribbon is infused with 
the power of the Great King, and not allowed to be worn by any other, and Arrian tells us the 
man was punished, either by beheading or by a mere scourging, for his presumption in 
wrapping the diadem around his own head.92 After his death, Alexander’s diadem is part of 
the regalia Perdikkas placed on Alexander’s empty throne to represent his presence.93 
  However, in none of Alexander’s statues or contemporary coinage is he depicted 
wearing the diadem.94 This may indicate that the symbol did not catch on among the greater 
Greek world, as it was not familiar enough as a symbol of royalty and authority, but was 
used more among the army and the Persians who had some experience with royal headgear. 
This did not mean that Alexander had no distinctive marks that the army would have 
recognized as belonging to the king. Sources tell us of his use of an iron helmet with two 
white plumes that rendered him easily recognizable on the battlefield.95 However, this was 
not a symbol of kingship, either in the Greek or Persian variety, but a personal helmet, 
associated with Alexander himself that would not be expected to be passed down. 
There is some evidence that Alexander wore the diadem wrapped around the kausia, 
echoing Xenophon’s description of Kyros wearing the diadem wrapped around an upright 
tiara.96  As mentioned before, the tiara did not catch on among the Macedonians, as there is 
no record of any of them donning a tiara, upright or otherwise.97 Despite being famous even 
in antiquity, the καυσία is somewhat of a mysterious garment, with scholars disagreeing 
exactly on what it looked like, how it was shaped, what it was made of and how and when it 
was worn, but it was likely a rounded felt hat that protected from the sun.98 During the reign 
of Alexander, and perhaps before it, the kausia was traditional dress among the 
Macedonians, and would have had nationalistic connotations.99 It is not unthinkable to 
image that, in creating a new hybrid of Persian and Macedonian traditions Alexander would 
combine a Persian idea—compounded headwear—with a traditionally Macedonian one, the 
kausia, to create something new.  
While there are evidence of other types of crowns being used among the 
Macedonians, at no point are they royal symbols. Alexander is listed as being given many 
crowns, often by people he has conquered when they accept his rule, such as the Egyptians, 
or by certain Persian and Greek cities in celebration of his deeds.100 Furthermore, Alexander 
himself gives crowns to members of the army who distinguish themselves as signs of merit, 
such as at the Susa mass weddings, when many of the companions received golden crowns 
for their actions on the Indian campaign.101 However, these crowns are called στέφανοι, in 
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the original text, suggesting a separate garment from the diadem. These crowns are given on 
occasions of victory or for merit, and have nothing to do with the royal status of the wearer. 
Many historical sources also refer to crowns as prizes for victories in sports, battle, arts, or 
other distinction, with no connotation of royalty or leadership, such as an athlete having 
won a crown in the Olympics.102   
It is also tempting to associate the golden leaf wreaths found in tombs with kingly 
crowns and the symbol of royal authority, such as the one found in Tomb II of the royal 
tombs at Vergina. However, this is not necessarily the case. From the sheer number and 
variety of golden wreaths found in tombs it would be impossible to assume this is a symbol 
reserved only for the king or even the royal family. It is more likely these are merely symbols 
of status and wealth, rather than royal crowns. Although it is impossible to say for certain 
whether the gold, leafy banquet crowns found in tombs are the garment that στέφανοι 
refers to, a στέφανος is not a sign of kingship, merely of merit, and while it is a romantic 
thought to imagine a Macedonian king donning the elaborate golden crown found in Tomb 
II, if it was worn in life at all it would not have been a royal symbol. 
More intriguingly, a gilt circlet was also among the items found in Tomb II at Vergina. 
Identified by excavator Manolis Andronikos as a diadem, this raises more questions than it 
answers.103 As the occupant of Tomb II is uncertain, the so-called diadem may be evidence 
that the tomb does indeed belong to Philip III , as the diadem was a Persian custom not in 
use before the reign of Alexander, and Philip III most likely did adopt the diadem, as will be 
seen later. However, it is perhaps a misnomer to call this circlet a diadem at all, and place it 
in the category of royal symbols, regardless of who the occupant of the tomb and thus its 
owner is. Diadems, in all sources are described as pieces of cloth that can be knotted or 
bound around the brow, and this object is gilt and metal, though it does not rule out that an 
object designed for funerary use was not used in life, and was intended to be a merely a 
symbol of a cloth object. With an adjustable interior diameter of .21 meters it is larger than 
could fit around an adult male head, which may indicate it was intended to be worn 
wrapped around another garment such as the kausia.104  Most interestingly, diadems are 
depicted as single pieces of cloth, knotted under the occipital bone with the loose ends 
trailing, while this object seems to represent multiple cloths braided together from the 
lozenge pattern it is engraved with, with no loose ends.   
Other similar headdresses have been found in tombs in Macedonia that may shed 
light on what this object is. Two headdresses found in cist graves in Pydna, both dating to 
the second half of the 4th century BCE, bare a resemblance to it, though made of organic 
materials, cloth wrapped around reeds with gilt decorations, whereas the headdress in 
Tomb II is fully gilt.105 In both cases the organic material has rotted away, leaving only the 
gilt decoration, but something of the shape of the circlets can be gleaned. For both diadems 
it seems ribbons were braided around a core into a more three-dimensional cylinder, just as 
the circlet from Tomb II. In addition, painted versions of circlets like this have been found in 
two tombs, one belonging to a woman, at Pydna and Aineia, and neither tomb has been 
interpreted as royal.106 None of these burials are royal ones, but they are rich burials, so it 
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would be unlikely if not impossible, to find a true diadem-- in the sense that it is a symbol of 
royal authority--in these tombs. As the Tomb II circlet resembles these more than a single 
ribbon Persian style diadem, it is more likely it is merely a more expensive version of these 
headdresses. Priests and priestesses are depicted in art as wearing headdresses like these 
and it is more likely that the owners of the Pydna diadems were priests, and the headdress 
in Tomb II was worn by the king of Macedonia in his capacity as chief priest of the nation, 
and symbolized his priestly duties, not royal authority.107 Thus, regardless of the occupant of 
Tomb II, this object should not be considered a true diadem.  
Regardless of the identity of the object in Tomb II, the use of the diadem was 
probably the best example of Alexander’s adaptation of Persian traditions that was accepted 
among the Macedonians and Greeks. Unlike most of Alexander’s experimentation with 
Persian customs, it would not only be accepted without a fight by the Greeks, but would 
catch on after his death in the later Hellenistic world, as will be seen later. 
A final piece of regalia that would be introduced by Alexander, although with less 
success than the diadem, is the scepter. It is very likely that some sort of scepter was used 
during the reign of Alexander, and though it was not part of the regalia that Perdikkas put on 
the throne at the assembly in Babylon following his death, when Eumenes of Kardia tries a 
similar stunt, a scepter is listed as placed on the throne.108 There is not much literary 
evidence to indicate to what extent Alexander may have used a scepter, or when, and what 
it may have indicated, but there might be archeological evidence for it. On the Porus 
Medallion, a silver coin issued late during his reign to commemorate victory at the Hydaspes 
River, a standing Macedonian soldier, possibly meant to depict Alexander himself, is shown 
on the reverse, holding  in his right hand a large staff.109  Although not to be ruled out,  this 
staff seems too short to be a Macedonian sarissa, reaching only to a little over the holder’s 
height, perhaps six feet or so,  whereas a sarissa, measuring 14-18 feet would reach well 
over it, an easy distinction to depict.110  Instead, it may be a royal scepter, evidence that 
there was one in use during the end of Alexander’s reign. According to Diodorus, Alexander 
was also depicted on his funeral carriage as holding a scepter, and in Polyaenus’ description 
of Eumenes seeing Alexander in a dream, he is enthroned and holding a scepter while 
“distributing judgment,” implying there may have been some association with the scepter 
and the king’s capacity as judge.111 While the evidence is less for the scepter than the use of 
the throne or diadem, it seems unavoidable that it was used under Alexander, but less clear 
when it was adopted, or why. 
Scepters were known in Greece up until this point, but they were not used solely in a 
royal context. We read of scepters in Homer, most notably in the assembly of Agamemnon 
in Book I of the Iliad, when Achilles dashes his “ancestral scepter” to the ground, swearing 
not to return to the fight.112  Homeric priests also carry scepters, as do judges, heralds as 
symbols of their king’s authority, and once a scepter is even used to beat someone. 113  
While the scepter is used in different contexts it seems to mostly represent the king’s 
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authority, either as caller of councils, judge, or even in the hands of his representatives.  
Contemporarily, scepters were tools of priests and priestesses, with priests often depicted 
carrying staffs.114  
On the other hand, scepters were in use in a royal context among the Persians. When 
the Great King is depicted he is often carrying a thin, spear like object, about his height, 
identified as a scepter.115  A scepter is also mentioned in the 7th century coronation hymn  of 
Ashurbanipal, with the scepter being used as a metaphor for sovereignty, saying “ may 
Ashur, who gave you the scepter, strengthen your days and years…may [the gods] give him a 
straight scepter to extend the land of his people.”116 Also, in the Hebrew Book of Esther, set 
perhaps during the reign of Xerxes I, the golden scepter is depicted as being used to signify 
the king’s favor and granting of a petition.117 While the historicity of the book of Esther is 
doubtful, it shows knowledge of Persian court etiquette and tradition, and can be trusted as 
a source for this. It is possible that scepters were not an exclusively royal symbol, as a 
contingency of Kyros’ guards were known as scepter-bearers, and that horse riders in the 
procession of Darius III also carried scepters, but this does not interfere with the 
identification of the Great King with a scepter.118 Like the tiara, a scepter may have been 
used for other court officials, with a certain kind of scepter, perhaps the golden one 
mentioned in the Book of Esther, reserved for the king. Alexander’s adaptation of the 
scepter was likely another adaptation from the Persians, stressing his legitimacy as successor 
to the Persian Empire. 
A mysterious object found by excavator Manolis Andronikos in Tomb II at Vergina 
was identified as a scepter. Although it was badly damaged, at has been estimated to be an 
object around six feet in length, cylindrical, with a bamboo core and gilt and cloth exterior, 
and similar to the height depicted of the staff on the Porus medallion, far too short to be a 
sarissa.119 Despite its badly damaged state, it seemed likely to be some sort of ceremonial 
object, and Andronikos did not hesitate to immediately interpret it as a scepter. However, 
while mentioned in the early publications regarding the tomb, in later publications 
Andronikos stopped mentioning the scepter, later rescinding his identification of it and 
saying it simply was too badly damaged to draw accurate conclusions from.120  
If this object is a scepter, its existence raises more questions than it answers. If 
Andronikos was correct that the tomb was that of Philip II, it would indicate that a scepter 
was in use before the reign of Alexander. This is unlikely, as there is no evidence of it either 
in literary or archeological sources, but dimly possible. Philip, we know, was playing with his 
own divinity, and, while not outright stating a divine connection like his son would, certainly 
seemed to like to imply it. Scepters, reserved only for the gods, might be part of this divine 
connection. However, we do not know how important this divine connection was to Philip 
during his lifetime, or if his successors would have buried him with a scepter, an object more 
likely to be passed down to the next king.  Despite Andronikos’ explanation for changing his 
mind about the object, it seems likely that he feared admitting the object was scepter might 
lead others to the more likely conclusion that the tomb was not, as he identified, that of 
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Philip II at all, as he was very unlikely to have used, and certainly be buried with, a scepter at 
all.  
If the tomb and thus scepter belongs to Philip III this leads to the simpler conclusion 
that Philip III had followed in his brother’s footsteps, and made use of the scepter as well. 
Eugene Borza has even gone so far as to speculate that the scepter found in Tomb II may 
have belonged to Alexander the Great himself, along with the other unique artifacts, passed 
down to his brother upon his ascension to the throne.121 Philip III was executed and then 
buried by Kassandros, who had reason to want to stress both his connection to and his break 
from the Argead dynasty, as he was not of their blood—indeed, he had murdered most of 
the surviving Argeads. Burying his predecessor was a duty that fell to the next king, and 
Kassandros, eager to depict himself as a legitimate successor, took this duty upon himself to 
stress that connection.122 Putting the royal scepter in the tomb with the final Argead king 
would have been a burial of the Argeads, and an ushering in of a new era. As the scepter had 
a Persian origin and was very much associated with the paraphernalia of the Great King, the 
traditionalist Kassandros may have been eager to get rid of the association with both Persia 
and the Argeads, in order to make room for his return to conservatism, Macedonian 
traditions and a new dynasty. Perhaps he took this to an extremely literal extent, and 
literally buried the royal scepter in Philip III’s tomb.  
   If this is so, it supports the case that the use of the scepter does not seem to have 
survived the final two Argeads and into the reigns of the Antipatrids and further, though 
other Hellenistic kingdoms did continue the tradition. Some statues of other Hellenistic kings 
have holes in the hands indicating they were once carrying scepters, long since 
disappeared.123 In one anecdote, we are told of a harp player Stratonikos who, when 
discussing his craft with a condescendingly knowledgeable Ptolemy I talking down to him, 
was said to have replied “A scepter is one thing, a plectrum quite another,” indicating that 
scepters as royal regalia was in use at least in the early Hellenistic era in Egypt.124 However, 
while other, more Eastern kingdoms did seem to use scepters, it does not seem that the 
tradition caught on in Macedonia.125 One phrase from the 3rd century historian Herodian 
writes that Antigonos, probably Monophthalmos, imitated Dionysus and carried the thyrsus 
instead of a scepter.126 However, the sentence itself suggests that he did not use the 
scepter, at least for long, preferring the symbol of the favorite god of the Macedonians, 
Dionysus. Moreover, this quite late source could certainly be speaking metaphorically, and it 
cannot be concluded that what had become a common trope in other Hellenistic kingdoms 
or among the Romans in the 3rd century CE indicates what was in use among the early 
Antigonids. Due to its over association with Alexander III and their adaptations of Persian 
customs,  it seems that the use of the scepter would die with the Argeads. 
After the battle of Gaugamela, where Alexander began to lay claim to Darius’ throne, 
he would also take up the use of a Persian royal title.  It would be expected that someone 
attempting to lay claim to the Persian Empire would call himself by the Persian titles of Great 
King, King of Kings or even King of Persia, but Alexander seems to create a new title. In his 
letter to Darius after the battle he refers to himself as the King of Asia.127  This title did not 
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exist before him, and was perhaps Alexander creating a new title for himself.128 In fact, in 
Diodorus’ version of Darius’ letter to Alexander, Alexander offers to allow Darius to remain 
as King of Persia, if he accepts Alexander’s rule as King of Asia.129  Despite the respect the 
Greeks had for the Persian Empire and the Great King, this title implies that Alexander 
already thought himself above the ambitions of merely Persia, but the entire Asian continent 
and foreshadows his intent to conquer all of India and Egypt.130 Similar to his creation of the 
diadem as a royal symbol, the title of King of Asia indicates that Alexander was creating a 
new office that outstrips both the hegemony of Greece and the empire of Persia, one which 
is tailored to him. Among the Persians it does not seem that Alexander was styled “Great 
King” either, at least in anything that survives. A Babylonian astronomical diary calls him, 
“King of the World” and “King of Countries,” both grandiose titles in the Persian style that 
would not seem out of place in the Persian court, but not “Great King.”131 
The taking of this title at all is in contrast to his predecessors, who were known as 
King of the Macedonians, but are infrequently referred to with any title at all. However, like 
his predecessors and unlike many of the Persian kings, using the title of “King of Asia,” or 
indeed any title, did not seem to be widely used by the Greeks. In most of the sources 
written about him Alexander is addressed simply by his name, occasionally as King Alexander 
or simply “the King.”  Plutarch has him refer to himself simply as Alexander, son of Philip, in 
the dedicatory inscription he sends to Athens after the battle of the Granicus River. 132 On 
most coins issued during his lifetime, Alexander continues in Macedonian tradition, and 
signs himself using only his given name, with the words βασιλεύς Αλέξανδρου, “of King 
Alexander” only appearing after his death, or at least very late in his reign.133 There is 
evidence, however, that Alexander used the title of βασιλεύς during his reign. An inscription 
found at the temple of Athena Polias in Priene which dates to around 334-330 BCE, uses the 
style of βασιλεύς Αλέξανδρος, King Alexander.134 This indicates this title was in use during 
his lifetime, and the order it was used in; βασιλεύς Αλέξανδρος, not Αλέξανδρος βασιλεύς, 
as the order that words are meant to be read on coinage can sometimes be ambiguous.  One 
inscription found in Macedonia dated to the reign of Alexander refers to him by name alone, 
another as βασιλεύς Αλέξανδρος.135 This does, however, indicate that the use of the title 
“King of Asia” was not wide spread, but an increased identification with the use of the title 
of “king” as a style at all. Perhaps, like his compromise royal regalia, Alexander was seeking a 
middle ground in title usage; something that would indicate increased majesty and status, a 
necessity for running the Persian empire, without using too much of the pomp and 
circumstances of more Persian grandiose titles, such as the long and compounded “King of 
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the Universe, the Mighty King, King of Babylon, King of Sumer and Akkad, King of the Four 
Quarters of the World” used by Kyros II.136 
It is not just the outward display of the king’s person that expresses royalty, but how 
others are told to and expected to behave in the king’s presence. Like the use of a title, body 
language and protocol regarding gestures are symbols to be actively used by those that 
encounter the king, not passively received by them, which indicate the acceptance of a 
monarch’s power, and at the same time expressing it to others. While little is known about if 
what could be somewhat anachronistically termed “court etiquette” existed among the 
Greeks, the Persians did have a complex set of ritual and manners that those who were in 
the presences of the king were expected to adapt. It is at this point in history that Alexander 
would borrow from these manners, leading to his most famous and controversial 
Persianism: the affair of the proskynesis.  
Proskynesis, often mistakenly translated and interpreted as prostration, was Persian 
court ritual dating at least to the reign of Kyros the Great, and known amongst the Greeks as 
a Persian court ritual, mandatory for those who entered the Great King’s presence. 137 
Proskynesis was something the Greeks were aware of, but often were confused over, both 
the gesture itself and its meaning.  The word in Greek is προσκύνησις, which is from the 
words προσ-, towards, and κυνέω, to kiss, and in and of itself implies no bow or prostration. 
Herodotus, describing the Persian ritual says:  
 
“When two Persians meet in the street, you can know whether or not they have got the 
same social status, because if they have, they do not greet each other with words but by 
kissing each other on the mouth; if one of them has a little bit lower status, they do it by 
kissing each other on the cheek; but if one’s status is much less noble than the other’s, he 
offers reverence to him by bending down or prostrating in front of him"138 
 
Nothing in this implies that a prostration was a necessary part of the ritual, it only 
occurred with those that had a great difference in rank. Reliefs at Persepolis show courtiers 
performing what must be proskynesis, but rather than depict them in the gesture of a bow 
or prostration, the courtiers are shown with their hand to their mouth, frozen in the 
moment of the kiss, which indicates that that moment was considered the essential part of 
the ritual, and the gesture of respect.139  No prostration is seen, even to the Great King 
seated on his throne; courtiers are shown making a small bow, or no bow at all.    
The Greeks also had a ritual of protocol around kisses they termed proskynesis, but 
to a Greek, proskynesis was the act of kissing ones hand and turning it towards the object of 
worship.140  This throwing a kiss to a god was either a quick, personal prayer, a morning 
gesture to the sun, or, in one case, a ritual after someone sneezed, similar to modern people 
saying ‘god bless you.’141   It involved no prostration or bowing at all, nor would a Greek 
have accepted this as part of a prayer or a greeting. Prostration was reserved for humiliating 
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ones enemies, a gesture of abject surrender that even losers would refuse to make, such as 
when the Spartan army refused to prostrate to Xerxes as an indication of submission to 
him.142  
When Alexander attempted to introduce the proskynesis it is unclear if it would have 
included a prostration or bow at all, as his companions, noblemen in whatever sense the 
Macedonians had of nobility, would surely have been considered near enough to his rank to 
kiss the king on the cheek. Indeed, in the speech given to Callisthenes by Arrian, he says “You 
greet men with a kiss, but since a god is placed higher up and it is sacrilege to touch him, you 
honor him in this way with proskynesis,” which again implies that the prostration, if it 
occurs, is not the center of what the Greeks objected to143. Instead, they saw it normal to 
greet each other with kisses, and this distance required to throw the kiss as a sacrilege, 
reserved for the gods. Moreover, it seems to imply there was already some sort of protocol 
around kissing for the Macedonians, even if it was more akin to the modern handshake, a 
simple greeting regardless of rank. But having a less complex protocol around a gesture does 
not mean the gesture is not invested with meaning, in fact it can become more meaningful 
to see a casual gesture infused with formality. How many of us would feel insulted if told it is 
no longer permissible to shake a friend’s hand? Denial of the right to contact that one takes 
for granted can be in itself a humiliation.  
In an anecdote when the proskynesis is first required of the companions, the word 
ἀναστάντα is used , translating to ‘stand up’ which indicates that perhaps some form of 
kneeling or prostration did occur, but could also refer to simply standing up from one’s 
couch to throw the kiss.144 After the kiss was thrown, they could approach Alexander to kiss 
him, as said in Plutarch, or to receive a kiss from him, as said in Arrian.145 This return of the 
kiss is not spoken of in Herodotus, but it is possible that court ritual could be more complex 
that a simple gesture of greeting, or that the greeting had changed over time.  It does seem 
that the giving of the kiss may be unique to Alexander, or something he was attempting to 
introduce, perhaps in an attempt to infuse a gesture of inequality—throwing a kiss without 
being able to touch—with some semblance of equality to soften the blow, once more a 
melding of Greek and Persian customs.  If any prostration occurred in this instance, and we 
know from Herodotus that in some instances it must have, this seems to take a secondary 
position to the kiss itself. 
It is obvious from the sheer indignity of the Macedonians at being asked to perform 
proskynesis that there was no ritual of prostration in the Greek vocabulary. Indeed, while 
not all proskynesis involved a prostration, the Greeks themselves often confused these two, 
putting the words “I προσκυνέω [perform proskynesis] to you  my lord, making obeisance, as 
is the habit 
of we barbarians,” in the mouth of the Phrygian slave in Euripides’ Orestes.146 This indicates 
that in the Greek mind the two rituals were merged, the Greeks assuming either the kiss 
must always be thrown from a prostrated position, or that the kiss was not the center of the 
ritual, but the bow was. Either way, neither must have existed for the Greeks as gestures to 
be done towards humans.   
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Obviously, the introduction of proskynesis was extremely controversial, and was not 
adopted, even in the reign of Alexander himself, with Alexander eventually sweeping the 
attempt under the rug, and we hear no more about it. However, the ability to kiss the king or 
lack thereof was one taken seriously. Further evidence for this comes from the end of 
Alexander’s reign, when some of the old soldiers camp outside Alexander’s tent, claiming he 
has cast his veterans aside. One of their grievances is that he has allowed Persians the right 
to kiss him but not given that right to Macedonians.147 Why be concerned over a right if it 
was not something that was not already existing in the culture, either as a protocol—the 
Macedonian soldiers believed it was already their right to kiss the king, though perhaps not 
the right of others—or that kisses were considered a right open to all, but still something 
they believed was being taken away? Even their reactions to Callisthenes refusing to throw 
the kiss or bow seems telling. When Alexander is distracted and does not realize that 
Callisthenes approaches for a kiss without throwing one first, the other soldiers—perhaps 
merely wanting to rat out someone not participating in a ritual they deemed distasteful—
draw his attention to this, and demand Alexander not kiss him.148 Could this indicate that 
they gave some weight to the ability to kiss the king, or anyone, in their own culture? 
There may have been other gestures of respect either introduced or continued by 
Alexander, but there is less evidence for any of these than for proskynesis. Court reliefs at 
Persepolis show the Great King seated on his throne to receive audience, with other 
courtiers always standing, even the crown prince is depicted standing behind the throne.149 
So, it seems, did Alexander sometimes. In Polyaenus’ description of a similar scene of 
Alexander hearing cases sitting on his throne, his “bodyguards” stand behind him.150  
However, Alexander is also described as having the Companions seated by him on couches 
as well, but, on at least one occasion, his companions are described as getting up when he 
got up.151 This could be of course a casual gesture, simply indicating the companions got up 
when the audience was over to leave the room. It could also, however, indicate a gesture of 
respect, not remaining seated when the king was standing, as in many modern courts. Could 
there have been some ritual regarding who sat, with sitting in the king’s presence reserved 
only for those of a certain status? 
 If the practice of not sitting in the Great King’s presence, at least when he was 
receiving court, was a Persian practice, as it seems to be, was the privilege for some to sit a 
concession to the Macedonians, similar to allowing them to kiss their king on the cheek , or 
could this have even been a Macedonian tradition in the first place?   As Alexander lies on 
his deathbed, Curtius has him dismissing the “common throng,” and then tell his “closest 
companions” to be seated, implying they were not seated before he asked.152  This is more 
evidence that Alexander adapted the Persian protocol, at least in ceremonial occasions. With 
many of his courtiers gone, the need for Persian protocol was over, and the companions may 
sit as they are used to, either due to their rank or as there was no reason to stand on Persian 
court ceremony when among the Macedonians alone, and on such a serious occasion. While 
certainly it was permitted to sit in the king’s presence at symposium or banquet, perhaps the 
right to sit in the king’s presence—at least during court or formal occasions—was to some 
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extent ritualized, and who stood and who sat  was a privilege that could be given, akin to the 
wearing of purple cloaks.  It is certainly unclear whether this was a Persian tradition 
modified for the Greeks, or perhaps merely a coincidence—sometimes a cigar is just a cigar, 
and it is very difficult to ascertain when something as simple as sitting is ritualized.  
The reign of Alexander the Great would change the way Macedonians saw 
themselves and the history of the kingdom.  After Alexander’s death, his friends and 
generals were faced with the reality of how to continue his empire—or indeed if they could.  
Without a clear heir, the groundwork Alexander had laid was up in the air, as was the empire 
itself. War would break out among his generals, all of whom had competing claims to his 
empire, and many of whom would declare themselves kings. When the dust settled, the 
empire would find itself split into four parts, each with its own unique culture, formed from 
a melding of Macedonian, Greek, Persian and native traditions. Some of Alexander’s newly 
introduced symbols, borrowed from Persian court practice, would take off among the 
conservative Macedonians, and some would fizzle out.
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PHILIP III THROUGH THE EARLY WARS OF THE DIADOCHI 
Every Hellenistic kingdom founded under the Diadochi was different, and was 
influenced and marked by the native traditions of the people recently conquered. 
Macedonia itself, however, had no new people to contend with, but was instead in the 
unique position of merging their own traditional beliefs and culture that many of the soldiers 
and Successors of Alexander had clung to during the Persian campaign, with the newfound 
splendor they had encountered.  Symbols and regalia introduced by Alexander were now 
haunted by his ghost, and used by Successors to signify his presence, and more importantly, 
their connection with him. In the council at Babylon meant to decide the succession of the 
empire, Perdikkas puts Alexander’s royal regalia on his empty throne, including his diadem, 
armor, robe and the signet ring that Alexander had given him, using this to represent the 
presence of the dead king.153 This gesture would later be repeated in the army camp of 
Eumenes at another council meeting, this time with a scepter added to the regalia.154 When 
his half-brother, Philip III was chosen to be king,  he would be given Alexander’s robe to 
signify the passing of the torch.155 
Philip III would make use of his brother’s regalia, and adapt some of the pomp and 
circumstance that had surrounded Alexander in the last years of his reign. It is unclear if 
either he or Alexander IV, Alexander’s direct heirs ever wore a diadem, but one phrase in 
Curtius refers to Philip III taking off his diadem when he offers to give up the kingship, which 
does suggest he did.156 However, by the time Curtius was writing diadems had become 
associated with kingship and the phrase could have simply been a figure of speech to refer 
to a monarch abdicating.  It would not be impossible to believe it was worn, however, as it 
had become associated with the glorious specter of his brother, a connection the disabled 
Philip would badly need to hold on to a throne that was already in peril.  
More tellingly, there is evidence that Phillip III did adopt the throne. In one anecdote 
he receives an Athenian ambassador seated under a gold canopy, and while it does not 
mention weather he is seated on a throne or a couch, the use of the canopy, as evidenced by 
reliefs from Persepolis, is a Persian tradition entwined with the use of the throne, so it 
seems likely that it was a throne Philip III was seated on.157  In another echo of Alexander’s 
habits of holding court in the Persian fashion,  Philip’s courtiers surround him for this 
audience, though it is likely they were there to assist, if not take over the audience, as the 
disabled Philip was not considered much more than a figurehead. Some of his courtiers sit 
on couches, and some stand, again suggesting there may have been some ritual surrounding 
sitting in the king’s presence.    
Like Alexander, Philip III adopted the combined court tradition, and with good 
reason. Philip at least briefly, was king of the Macedonians, and Alexander’s successor, but 
his reign was no means secure. Macedonian kings were used to looking over their shoulder 
for assassins, and with the empire essentially up for grabs, Philip (or more likely his handlers) 
had reason to stress his legitimacy through his connection with his brother in style and 
image, and to present himself as king of Asia as well as of Greece. For a while there may 
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have been an idea that the empire of Alexander would continue under the joint reign of his 
brother and son, and that the new Macedonian-Persian court culture would continue. 
However, this would not be the case, as Philip’s short reign would be marked by war and 
competing claims to his throne, and many of the new regalia and traditions died out with 
him. 
After Philip III the use of the throne would stop. No other Macedonian king is 
depicted or written of being on a throne when receiving court or in any other context.158  
However, the practice would remain in the more Eastern courts of the Seleukids and 
Ptolemies, where sometimes multiple thrones are seen for various members of the royal 
family.159  Similarly, no Macedonian king, including Alexander, depicted themselves seated 
on a throne in statuary or coinage, though they would continue to depict the gods in that 
manner.160  The throne seemed to be a symbol largely associated with the Persian Great 
King and court, and never truly adopted by the Macedonians. Alexander presented himself 
as Great King when it suited him, and made use of it primarily in contexts when he was 
presenting himself to a Persian audience, but to the Greeks and Macedonians the throne 
become a symbol associated with him, enough that it was used to represent him after his 
death, but it never represented the kingship at large. If Philip III was seated on a throne to 
receive Athenians, it is to be expected that the custom of Alexander would continue for at 
least a short while, while the empire was still attempting to be held together. But after the 
split it was no longer needed, and new, non-Argead kings who were not attempting to 
emphasize their relationship with Alexander, or with the Persian east that they no longer 
ruled, dismissed the throne as perhaps too Persian, and left it to be taken up by the more 
eastern Seleukids and Ptolemies. 
As Alexander’s Successors competed for a piece of his empire, we can see in their 
self-presentation which royal symbols continued, which were discarded, and which became 
associated with a new style of  Eastern-inspired kingship. Krateros, a top general of 
Alexander’s, but not one who had royal pretentions of his own—or at least lived to realize 
them—was recorded as receiving visitors dressed in a purple cloak and other ‘royal dress’ 
but, significantly, he is seated on a golden couch, not a throne, and does not wear the 
diadem.161 The throne may have already been too associated with kingship itself, and as 
Krateros was not displaying any royal aspirations, he may have eschewed it for this reason.  
Krateros, at least during Alexander’s lifetime, was known to be a traditionalist among the 
Macedonian army, and one who disapproved of Alexander’s Persian reforms. As the throne 
was borrowed from Persian court traditions, it may have had too much of an Eastern ring to 
it, especially for the conservative Krateros, who may have preferred the more traditional 
couches of the Greeks. 
Krateros’ purple cloak, on the other hand, may indicate that purple dye did retain its 
use as a status symbol but, like during the reign of Alexander, never became an exclusively 
royal symbol. Krateros, while being arrayed ‘like a king,’ is wearing a purple cloak, which at 
first glance seems to indicate that purple dye was considered a symbol of the kingship, but it 
is to be remembered that as an ἑταῖρος and Macedonian nobleman, he had the right to 
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wear purple without it denoting any royal ambitions.162 The word ἑταῖροι is usually 
translated in Latin as purpuratus, ‘those who wear the purple,’ indicating wearing purple had 
become synonymous with the companion class, and the badge of their status.163 Plutarch, in 
describing Eumenes of Kardia distributing purple cloaks among his bodyguards, notes that 
this is the same honor traditionally given only to the ἑταῖροι.164 This suggests that while 
purple may have been originally for the ἑταῖροι only, it trickled down to anyone the king 
wanted to honor with it, without necessarily making them ἑταῖροι in their own right.  Any 
elite, including the king could wear it, but it was other symbols, such as the use of the 
diadem, that set the king apart from his companions.  
The diadem, on the other hand, was quickly becoming associated with royalty alone, 
and not with an elite class. Krateros was perhaps seduced by Persian luxury and adopted 
luxurious dress and attired himself ‘like a king,’ but donning the diadem seemed a step too 
far. Even at this early stage, that the Macedonians already saw the diadem as for royalty 
only, and Krateros, who never claimed to be king, was unwilling to adopt it. In fact, his 
headwear of choice was the kausia, the Macedonian cap associated with the military and 
traditional dress.165 
The kausia itself became an unlikely, if short lived, symbol of authority during this 
period. During Alexander’s reign, as the Macedonian army moved further and further from 
home, and acquired more foreigners and foreign customs, it is reasonable to assume they 
clung to some traditions from home, including the wearing of the kausia. After Alexander’s 
death, the kausia was continued to be worn both in Macedonia and the other Hellenistic 
kingdoms, and had acquired something of a militaristic and aristocratic connotations.166 At 
this point, with Macedonia enriched by the Asian campaign, but returning to a conservative 
“Macedonia first” policy, the kausia could be the symbol for leadership, strength, and 
traditional Macedonian values. Kings followed suit, with the diadem possibly being worn 
wrapped around the kausia.167 
However, this was not as common in Macedonia proper. Oddly enough, the 
Antigonid kings are not depicted as wearing a kausia on its own on their coinage.168 It 
seemed that the foreign empires of the Seleukids and Ptolemies were more inclined to this 
display, largely for the same reason their ancestors had for donning it in Persia. With the 
foreign kings needing to assimilate to the cultures they now ruled, but needing and wanting 
to remain Macedonian both as a badge of personal pride and as a sign of prestige, as 
Macedonian blood was prized throughout the Hellenistic kingdoms, the kausia, with or 
without the diadem wrapped around it became a symbol of East meeting West and old 
meeting new.  The Asian symbol of the diadem, with its associations with Alexander and the 
east, could merge with a tangible connection to home. 
As the empire splintered and fell, and it increasingly seemed like one man was never 
going to be able to hold it all, the Antipatrids, under the newly minted King Kassandros, 
returned to a conservative policy. Enriched by the Asian campaign, they increasingly looked 
inward, improving Macedonia proper and emphasizing a return to traditional values and 
away from the Eastern customs picked up under the reign of Alexander.  However, the reign 
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of the Antipatrids did not last long, and it would be under their successors, the Antigonid 
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ANTIPATRID THROUGH EARLY ANTIGONID MACEDONIA 
The short lived Antipatrid dynasty, would not change much in terms of royal regalia. 
Aggressively Persian symbols like the throne and canopy were thrown out, as Kassandros 
would have little interest in royal regalia, choosing instead to focus on a glorious building 
campaign of city expansion that spoke for itself. However, at this point we do see some of 
Alexander’s influence, by way of Persian symbology he had adapted, in the expression of 
royalty. Kassandros and the other pretenders to the Macedonian throne would make use of 
royal symbology to justify their claim to throne, and present themselves as legitimate kings 
of Macedonia.   
At this point, Macedonian blood would become a symbol of status throughout the 
kingdoms of the Diadochi. The kingdoms of Ptolemy, Seleukos, and Lysimachos continued to 
rule their kingdoms in a style they were accustomed to as Macedonians, wearing 
Macedonian clothes, organizing their army and fighting in the Macedonian style, and making 
use of Macedonian bureaucratic traditions, and would do so throughout their reigns.169 
Ptolemaic monarch Kleopatra VII was notable for being the first in her dynasty to speak the 
native Egyptian of her people fluently. Macedonians away from home had a privileged 
position, closer to the king, in theses foreign monarchies, and would also cling to their native 
traditions as status symbols.170 It would make sense that, with Macedonian traditions 
becoming a symbol of status throughout the Mediterranean, the kings in Macedonia would 
double down on their native practices, and aggressively discard ones that are too foreign. At 
this point we see a marked difference between expressions of royalty in Macedonia and 
abroad, with Macedonia retaining its native simplicity, and harkening more back to the days 
of Philip II, and the diadochi abroad assimilating both native traditions and the reforms of 
Alexander III. 
We can see this plainly in the use of titles on coinage. Coins issued by Alexander’s 
direct successors in his name overwhelmingly call him βασιλεύς Αλέξανδρος, with the trend 
continuing throughout the Hellenistic age, a reform that Alexander probably did introduce, 
but increased after his death.171 When they began to print their own coins, later monarchs 
would often use βασιλεύς before their personal names as well. 172 Kassandros would set the 
trend, and sign himself on his coins as βασιλεύς Κάσσανδρος, like the posthumous mints of 
Alexander, and in documents would begin using the full title of “βασιλεὺς Μακεδόνων,” King 
of the Macedonians.173 In one inscription from Dion he would give his full title as “βασιλεύς 
Μακεδόνον Κάσσανδρος Αντιπάτρου Διί Ολυμπίοι,” in contrasts to other and later 
Hellenistic rulers, who did not use the full title, perhaps not seeing it necessary.174  
Interestingly, however, Plutarch tells us that Kassandros would not use the royal title and 
“wrote his letters in his own untitled name,” though “others” did give him the title, 
contradicting the inscription.175 Humility does not seem to be in Kassandros’ character, and 
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if this anecdote is true, at least for some part of his reign, it is more likely he was clinging to 
the Macedonian tradition of simplicity in not using the title of βασιλεύς, in the manner of 
previous kings, than denying his own kingship. However, Kassandros would have to compete 
with the other Successors, who all began to call themselves kings, and it is not difficult to 
imagine that he would later follow suit and assume the royal title. Kassandros, knowing 
himself to be an illegitimate successor to a throne that had been held by the Argeads for 
over a century, wisely often downplayed himself, often eager to stress his connection to the 
Argeads through his wife, Thessaloniki, and may have, at least at some points in his life, 
eschewed titles and other grandiosity.  
The Ptolemies, on the other hand, would use Μέγας βασιλεύς, great king, the first to 
specifically translate it into Greek, perhaps in an attempt to increase the Persian connection, 
or the connection with Alexander, despite having no claim to the Persian land that the title 
of “Great King” originally represented.176 The Seleukids picked up ‘King of Asia’, for them a 
sensible title, as they were the only ones to actually rule in Asia over much of the territory of 
the former Persian Empire, but the connection they seemed most eager to make was with 
Alexander himself.177 Seleukid ruler Antiochus III would also call himself Great King, and 
‘Antiochus the Great,’ another epithet borrowed from Persia.178 
In 305/306 BCE, while there was technically no true ruler of Macedonia yet, 
Antigonos Monophthalmos and Demetrius Poliorketes would have themselves “proclaimed 
kings,” by the people, and would assume the title of βασιλεύς, without any geographical 
claim at all, either to Persia or even to Macedonia.179  From then on all inscriptions referring 
to both of them do so with the royal title; Demetrius is so well known he can be referred to 
by title alone, reminiscent of the way the king of Persia in Herodotus are occasionally simply 
called “the king.”180 Their acclamation by the people was a probable intentional reference to 
the traditional way a Macedonian king was “proclaimed” by the people or the assembly, 
despite having no real claim to Macedonia yet. Upon his proclamation, his courtier, 
Aristodemus, calls Antigonos Monophthalmos “King Antigonos,” a form of address that was 
unusual at this point, but would be carried forward.181 Antigonos would also briefly attempt 
to style himself as, “King of Asia,” around 316 BCE, title that, as we have seen, was 
introduced by and heavily associated with Alexander, but it did not seem to catch on, either 
in his lifetime nor afterwards.182 Antigonos did not rule Asia, and was not, at that point, 
actually king of anything yet, so it seems this pretentions was mostly an attempt to simply 
associate himself with Alexander, perhaps even to indicate himself as the true successor to 
the entire empire, but this title would not catch on among the Macedonians. His successor, 
Demetrius Poliorketes, would not use it, and until the end of the kingdom the Antigonids 
would simply call themselves βασιλεύς in front of their personal names.183  
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Antigonos would also codify the wearing of the diadem, being crowned by his friends 
immediately after being proclaimed king, and  going so far as to send his son a diadem along 
with the letter addressing him as king as well.184 Plutarch tells us this set off a chain reaction 
of other successors proclaiming themselves kings, and even uses the phrase “began to wear 
a diadem,” indicating that it was the use of this symbol that indicated kingship.185 This 
merging of old and new would set a precedent in the Hellenistic world, as all future 
Macedonian kings would wear the diadem, and make it part of their public image.   
However, the Wars of the Diadochi would continue and after Kassandros’ death in 
297 BCE, his sons proved unable to hang on to the kingdom for long, and would be defeated 
by Demetrius Poliorketes, who would become ruler of Macedonia and establish the 
Antigonid dynasty.  Demetrius I, described by Plutarch as something of an excessive king 
with a love for splendor, would codify a lot of former traditions surrounding royal regalia.   
Plutarch describes him as wearing not only a tunic of purple, a standard expression of status, 
but wearing purple shoes as well, a gesture that echoes both Agamemnon ill-advisedly 
walking on purple cloths and the Persian king walking on rugs, while taking it to the logical 
extreme.186 His distinct robe that Plutarch tells us was embroidered with stars and heavenly 
bodies, however, seems not to have been a symbol of kingship or royal regalia, but simply an 
extravagant personal garment, unique to him.187 He would continue the tradition of the 
retinue, and even while he is a prisoner of Seleukos, he is “furnished with sufficient 
attendants.”188  An Athenian hymn praising him says that he had so many φίλοι, “like stars 
surrounding the sun.”189  A possibly apocryphal story about Demetrious Poliorketes has an 
embassy from the Spartans arrive—merely one man. The king is in shock at this lack of 
decorum, suggesting that a large emissary from even another kingdom would be a sign of 
grandeur and a sign of respect for the king, and expresses surprise they have sent only one 
man. The ambassador replies, with characteristic laconic wit, ‘Yes. One man to one man.’ 
190When he eventually dies, a prisoner of Seleukos, and his remains are sent back to 
Macedonia, the funerary urn is wrapped in purple and surrounded by men “as if a 
bodyguard,” as one would do for a living king. By the time of his death the idea of kings 
wearing the diadem had become so solidified that the urn containing his remains was 
wrapped in his diadem as well.191 
In an era when kingship lasted as long as one could hold it, it is not unreasonable to 
think that the diadem, derived from a symbol of athletic victory, and turned into a symbol of 
military prowess, would be the symbol of kingship that would survive.  Later Hellenistic kings 
made the diadem essential parts of their regalia, even bestowing it on female members of 
their families.192  The conventional phrase in the Hellenistic era for becoming king was 
“assuming the diadem,” in the sense where a modern person might say “ascend the throne,” 
although, this phrase is only applied to kings who took the kingship, often after a military 
victory, oftentimes somewhat illegitimately.193  During the free-for-all of the wars of the 
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Diadochi, putting on the diadem became the symbol of ambitions to a royal title, weather it 
was realized in actuality or not. Many rebels and would-be kings put on the diadem as a way 
of indicating their royal ambitions and lending legitimacy to their claims to power.194 Most 
portraiture of Hellenistic kings on coins depicts them wearing diadems.195 Some kings would, 
like Alexander,  adopt distinctive headwear of their own, such as Pyrrhus wearing a helmet 
with a ‘high crest and goat horns,’ that became so associated with him he was not 
recognized until he put it on, but this is, again a symbol of the individual, not the kingship 
itself.196  The diadem in the Hellenistic age seems to be the closest to our modern 
understanding of a king’s regalia and symbology. Understandable to both Greeks and 
foreigners, it probably did not exist in any royal sense before the reign of Alexander who 
elevated it from a symbol of victory to a symbol of royalty, worn only by those who were 
acknowledged as kings.  
Under the Antigonid dynasty Macedonia would settle down. Although it never lost its 
reputation from its association with Alexander, nor its wealth, it was no longer the world 
power it had been. While other Hellenistic kingdoms seemed to be competing with each 
other in grandiosity, the Antigonids symbolized a return to prosperity, and—relatively 
speaking—internal peace, at least until the Romans posed a new threat ,and eventually 
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LATER ANTIGONIDS THROUGH THE END OF THE KINGDOM 
Royal symbology would change little throughout the reigns of the later Antigonids, 
occasionally growing in complexity, but often remaining largely unchanged. Macedonia 
remained conservative, inward looking, and their self-expression followed suit, in seemingly 
intentional contrast with the more decadent eastern Hellenistic kingdoms, that regularly 
made extensive use of symbols like thrones, grandiose titles and excessive use of royal 
raiment. 
During this later Hellenistic era other royal titles began to appear. For the first time, 
wives of kings are referred to as βασίλισσα, and in polygamous monarchies such as the 
Ptolemies, one wife was selected to be queen, outranking the others.197 A title 
corresponding to ‘crown prince’ now appears as well, with the monarchs chosen heir also 
being called, somewhat confusingly ‘βασιλεύς,’ as well.198 This seemed to be extremely 
prevalent in other Hellenistic kingdoms, when the father often went by a different, more 
regional title, but it seemed to be in use in Macedonia as well, possibly derived from 
proclamation of Antigonos I and Demetrius I, both proclaimed kings at the same time.  
Demetrius II was called βασιλεύς during the lifetime of his father, Antigonos Gonatas , both 
in epigraphic inscriptions and by historian Polyaenus.199 This seemed to be a nod to 
practicality, as there was often confusion about succession, both in Macedonia and abroad, 
it was easier to accept a king’s heir if he had similarly been proclaimed a king during his 
father’s lifetime. Hellenistic monarchs assumed epithets as well, indicating their might or 
divine status, such as Σωτήρ, savior, or Κεραυνός, thunderbolt, often inscribing them on 
coinage, our best source for Hellenistic titles.200 This practice was common among the 
Hellenistic kingdoms, with not only the Ptolemies and Selukids picking up the practice, but 
the royal families of Cappadocia, Chalkis, Armenia and others following suit. However, this 
tradition of epithets was practically unknown in Macedonia; the Antigonid dynasty would 
simply used βασιλεύς on their coinage.201 
As the end of the kingdom drew near we can see what royal symbols were 
recognized and valued, not by their use, but by their discarding. As strife reigned, when kings 
were defeated, they often either removed their royal symbols themselves or were forced to 
do so. Antigonos Doson, during a period of strife would facetiously offer to abdicate. Justin 
tells us he threw his diadem, the symbol of kingship bar none, and his purple cloak, the 
symbol of status, to an angry mob, and walked outside the palace without his bodyguard, an 
indication that that most Macedonian tradition of the retinue continued throughout the 
entire history of the kingdom.202 While the other Hellenistic kingdoms doubtlessly were fond 
of their large retinues, perhaps to a larger extent than Macedonia, this is one instance where 
the Antigonids did continue a court practice. The use of a retinue was not a uniquely Persian 
custom, as Macedonia had always had the tradition of the ἑταῖροι class, where the very 
word implies closeness with the king. The final king of Macedonia, Perseus was likely 
                                                 
197  Strootman 2007 pg 117. 
198 Plutarch Demetrius, 18.1-2; Strootman 2007 pg 113. 
199 Yuri N. Kuzmin “King Demetrius II of Macedon: in the Shadow of Father and Son”     Živa Antika (Antiquite 
Vivante) 16 (2019) pg 66. 
200 de Callatay and Lorber  pg 423-425. 
 
201 Ibid pg 422. 
202 Justin Epitome of the Philippic History of Pompeius Trogu XVIII. 3.11-13. 
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intentionally snubbed by the Romans via the use of a retinue.  While Perseus was losing the 
Third Macedonian War, he called for negotiations, but the Romans refused to allow him to 
attend with his full entourage, only allowing three men to accompany him. Perseus, despite 
needing the peace talks badly, refused to attend unless he was allowed his full entourage, 
suggesting the mere having of the entourage was considered something he considered 
essential to the respect due to him as king. Perseus held out, and the retinue was allowed.203 
However, after his defeat at the battle of Pydna, Perseus turns his purple cloak inside out 
and carries his diadem in his hand. It would eventually be displayed as part of the treasures 
of Macedonia in the triumph of Aemillius, resting on his arms in his chariot, a symbol of his 
defeat.204 
After the fall of the Macedonian kingdom and its partitioning into four parts, 
Macedonian royalty became obsolete. Perseus and his family would be taken in chains to 
Rome, where they were imprisoned. Most of the elite Macedonian families were similarly 
rounded up and exiled to Italy in order to make a complete break with Macedonian tradition 
and allow the former kingdom to be ruled more easily by their Roman conquerors.  While we 
can see echoes of the trends set by Macedonia in other Hellenistic kingdoms, such as the use 
of the diadem or throne, for all intents and purposes Macedonia itself was no more. 
                                                 
203 Livy 42.39.2-7. 
204 Plutarch Aemilius, 23.2; 33.5.  
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Conclusions 
The expression of royalty changed a great deal over the history of the 
Macedonian kingdom, yet there are through lines that speak to a culture that prized 
simplicity, tradition and an accessible, down to earth nature of the kingship.  We would 
expect that due to the era of Persian occupation that there would be some influence in 
the way Macedonians viewed their kings. However few, if any of Persian customs 
trickled into Macedonian customs, and if there was any influence it was due to influence 
in the negative: what was discarded, rather than the positive, what was copied. It is 
possible this was intentional, with the Macedonians wanting to distance themselves 
from the highly ritualized court culture of the Persians, as they increasingly over their 
history wanted to identify themselves with their Southern Greek neighbors, who 
disdained kings. It would make sense that Macedonian concept of kingship was simple, 
and unlike the Persians who they contrasted themselves with, the king was meant to be 
accessible, with comparatively little ritual surrounding him.  
  While purple cloth, gold and  the use of the retinue were symbols of status 
dating from the earliest days, we have no way of knowing what, if any, symbols of 
royalty existed in the time before Philip II, and what we do know indicates there 
probably was not much ritual of regalia surrounding the king. During the reign of Philip 
II, while there might have been some Persian influence, such as the possible use of the 
throne, most expressions of royalty seemed to remain traditional, and if there were 
parallels in Persian court culture, it is safest to simply call these parallel traditions and 
leave it at that. 
Changes were made under Alexander, in his attempt to assimilate some Persian 
traditions into his culture, but due to his early death, few caught on in Macedonia in the 
long term, with the notable exception the use of the diadem and concept of the royal 
retinue, one an expanded example of an already existing Macedonian concept, another 
a unique concept invented by Alexander, borrowed from the Persians, but having a 
parallel in existing Greek traditions. Even during his lifetime Alexander’s Persian reforms 
and adaptation of luxury were viewed with suspicion by the Macedonians, and after his 
death they did not continue.  
Persian influence seemed to be the defining factor in whether a tradition 
survived the reign of Alexander, and indeed, whether it had any life in Macedonia at all. 
The joint reign of Philip III and Alexander IV may have seen some attempt at keeping 
these more Persian traditions, such as the use of the throne and the scepter, but this 
was during a time where there was hope that the empire could remain in one piece, 
with another Argead king ruling over a joint Persian-Macedonian empire, continuing the 
combined court culture Alexander had attempted to make. As that hope disappeared, 
Persian influence was no longer necessary to justify the rule of the Persian Empire, and 
thus Macedonians returned to their traditional distrust of Persians.  
The kingdoms of the Diadochi would all have to contend to different extents with 
the native cultures of the people they now ruled, but this was not true for the 
Antigonids.  Instead, as Macedonian blood became a status symbol throughout the 
Mediterranean , it makes sense that Macedonia itself would flaunt their traditions, and 
proudly discard anything that smacked too much of Persia and foreigners.  While the 
other kingdoms of the Diadochi did adapt eastern symbols such as grandiose titles, 
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thrones and scepters, this did not seem to occur in Macedonia. The Antigonids had no 
problem showing off their wealth or prowess in battle, but in terms of royal symbology 
and regalia the only ones that remained were the wearing of the diadem, a perhaps 
even increased importance placed on a retinue, and the adaptation of the title of king. 
Even though some kings—such as Demetrius Poliorketes—were known for their 
extravagance and rich life style, there was still comparatively little ritual surrounding 
kingship, and Macedonia itself preferred to keep their court ritual simple compared to 
the other Hellenistic kingdoms—at least in theory, if not always in practice. Indeed, this 
was the main goal of Macedonians’ concept of royalty; the king was meant to be 
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